H. I. Ansoff, D. Kipley, A.O. Lewis, R. Helm-Stevens, R. Ansoff

Implanting Strategic Management

Coming more than 25 years after the last edition, this edition of the groundbreaking Ansoff work on the concepts and practical implementation of strategic management provides up-to-date case studies and simplified figures and offers a comprehensive approach to guiding firms through turbulent environments. [...] 3rd ed. 2019. 400 p. 50 illus. Hardcover approx. € 39,99 | £ 35,99 approx. € (D) 42,79 | € (A) 43,99 | *CHF 44.00 ISBN 978-3-319-99598-4

Due November 2018

H. Chahal, J. Jyoti, J. Wirtz (Eds)

Understanding the Role of Business Analytics

Some Applications

This book encompasses empirical evidences to understand the application of data analytical techniques in emerging contexts. Varied studies relating to manufacturing and services sectors including healthcare, banking, information technology, power, education sector etc. [...] 2019. XIII, 205 p. 51 illus., 48 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 129,99 | £ 109,99
€ (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00 ISBN 978-981-13-1333-2

Due October 2018

G. Chakrabarti, C. Sen (Eds)

The Globalization Conundrum—Dark Clouds behind the Silver Lining

Global Issues and Empirics

This book brings together experts from four continents (Asia, North America, Europe, Africa) and from varied disciplines to discuss a spectrum of problems created by globalization, such as the economic and financial, environmental, legal, cultural, socio-economic and social media impacts. [...] 2019. IX, 321 p. 50 illus., 37 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 119,99 | £ 109,99
€ (D) 128,39 | € (A) 131,99 | *CHF 132.00 ISBN 978-981-13-1726-2

Due September 2018

A. Corelli

Analytical Corporate Finance

This book draws readers’ attention to the financial aspects of daily life at a corporation by combining a robust mathematical setting and the explanation and derivation of the most popular models of the firm. [...] 2nd ed. 2018. XX, 501 p. 51 illus. (Springer Texts in Business and Economics) Hardcover € 99,99 | £ 89,99 € (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00 ISBN 978-3-319-95761-6

Due September 2018

K. Deep, M. Jain, S. Salhi (Eds)

Logistics, Supply Chain and Financial Predictive Analytics

Theory and Practices

This book addresses a broad range of problems commonly encountered in the fields of financial analysis, logistics and supply chain management, such as the use of big data analytics in the banking sector. [...] 2019. VII, 254 p. 54 illus., 38 illus. in color. (Asset Analytics) Hardcover
€ 129,99 | £ 109,99
€ (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00 ISBN 978-981-13-0871-0

Due October 2018

S. Dhiman, A.D. Amar (Eds)

Managing by the Bhagavad Gītā

Timeless Lessons for Today’s Managers

Drawing upon the timeless wisdom of the Bhagavad Gītā, a philosophical-spiritual world classic, this professional book highlights the spiritual and moral dimensions of management using an inside-out leadership development approach. [...] 2019. VIII, 292 p. 24 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Management, Change, Strategy and Positive Leadership) Hardcover
€ 64,99 | £ 54,99
€ (D) 69,54 | € (A) 71,49 | *CHF 71.50 ISBN 978-3-319-99610-3

Available
R. Hughes, A. Kinder, C. L. Cooper

The Wellbeing Workout

How to manage stress and develop resilience

If you want to get physically fit you start working out. But if you want results, you can’t just do any workout – you need one tailored to your own body’s needs and personal situation. It’s the same with wellbeing. What constitutes ‘stress’ to one person may be motivating, inspiring and focusing for another. [...]
Available

S. O. Idowu, C. Sitnikov, L. Moratis (Eds)
ISO 26000 - A Standardized View on Corporate Social Responsibility
Practices, Cases and Controversies
This book provides a comprehensive and detailed introduction to the ISO 26000 standard for social responsibility (SR) in businesses and corporations. In addition to discussing the standard’s focus on various stakeholders and seven core topics, the book underscores its key aspects and most debatable issues, with a focus on […]
2019. XIV, 213 p. 23 illus. (CSR, Sustainability, Ethics & Governance) Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00
ISBN 978-3-319-92650-6

Available

P. K. Kapur, Y. Klochkov, A. K. Verma, G. Singh (Eds)
System Performance and Management Analytics
This book shares key insights into system performance and management analytics, demonstrating how the field of analytics is currently changing and how it is used to monitor companies’ efforts to drive performance. […]
2019. X, 418 p. 114 illus., 74 illus. in color. (Asset Analytics) Hardcover
€ 139,99 | £ 119,99
€ (D) 149,79 | € (A) 153,99 | *CHF 154.00

Available

P. Krüssel (Ed)
Future Telco
Successful Positioning of Network Operators in the Digital Age
This book examines the extensive changes in markets, technologies and value chains that telecommunication companies are currently confronted with. It analyzes the crossroads they have reached and the choices that now need to be made – to be a bit pipe or a trendsetter of digitalization. […]
2019. XIV, 420 p. 102 illus., 10 illus. in color. (Management for Professionals) Hardcover
€ 79,99 | £ 70,50
€ (D) 85,59 | € (A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00
ISBN 978-3-319-77723-8

Available

V. Kumar, W. Reinartz
Customer Relationship Management
Concept, Strategy, and Tools
This book presents an extensive discussion of the strategic and tactical aspects of customer relationship management as we know it today. It helps readers obtain a comprehensive grasp of CRM strategy, concepts and tools and provides all the necessary steps in managing profitable customer relationships. […]
€ 59,99 | £ 52,99
€ (D) 64,19 | € (A) 65,99 | *CHF 66.00
ISBN 978-3-662-55380-0

Available

R. Kepczynski, A. Dimofte, R. Jandhyala, G. Sankaran, A. Boyle
Implementing Integrated Business Planning
A Guide Exemplified With Process Context and SAP IBP Use Cases
This book provides comprehensive guidance on leveraging SAP IBP technology to connect strategic (to be understood as long term SC&O), tactical and operational planning into one coherent process framework, presenting experience shared by practitioners in workshops, customer presentations, business, and IT transformation projects. […]
2019. XVI, 461 p. 526 illus., 328 illus. in color. (Management for Professionals) Hardcover
€ 79,99 | £ 69,99
€ (D) 85,59 | € (A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00
ISBN 978-3-319-90094-0

Available

K. Mariama-Arthur
Poised for Excellence
Fundamental Principles of Effective Leadership in the Boardroom and Beyond
This book is an exceptional resource for leaders at every level across industries. […]
2018. XIV, 283 p. Hardcover
€ 24,99 | £ 19,99
€ (D) 26,74 | € (A) 27,49 | *CHF 27.50
ISBN 978-3-319-64573-5

Available

V. Kumar, W. Reinartz
Customer Relationship Management
Concept, Strategy, and Tools
This book presents an extensive discussion of the strategic and tactical aspects of customer relationship management as we know it today. It helps readers obtain a comprehensive grasp of CRM strategy, concepts and tools and provides all the necessary steps in managing profitable customer relationships. […]
€ 59,99 | £ 52,99
€ (D) 64,19 | € (A) 65,99 | *CHF 66.00
ISBN 978-3-662-55380-0

Available

R. Kepczynski, A. Dimofte, R. Jandhyala, G. Sankaran, A. Boyle
Implementing Integrated Business Planning
A Guide Exemplified With Process Context and SAP IBP Use Cases
This book provides comprehensive guidance on leveraging SAP IBP technology to connect strategic (to be understood as long term SC&O), tactical and operational planning into one coherent process framework, presenting experience shared by practitioners in workshops, customer presentations, business, and IT transformation projects. […]
2019. XVI, 461 p. 526 illus., 328 illus. in color. (Management for Professionals) Hardcover
€ 79,99 | £ 69,99
€ (D) 85,59 | € (A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00
ISBN 978-3-319-90094-0

Available

Springer
Contributed volume

Springer
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Popular science

Springer
Professional book

Springer
Graduate/Advanced undergraduate textbook

Springer
Professional book
Many industrial applications built today are increasingly using emerging behavior engineering technologies: this book looks at various research and practical issues for researchers and students working in computer science and engineering, and for industry technology providers interested in behavior engineering and applications. [...]
The first comprehensive collection of its kind, this handbook addresses the problem of knowledge production in criminology, redressing the global imbalance with an original focus on the Global South. Issues of vital criminological research and policy significance abound in the Global South, with important implications for South/North relations as well as global security and justice. [...] 2018. XXIV, 1068 p. 23 illus. Hardcover
€ 279,00 | £ 244,50
€ (D) 298,53 | € (A) 306,90 | *CHF 307.00
ISBN 978-3-319-65020-3

Human Rights in Child Protection
Implications for Professional Practice and Policy
This open access book critically explores what child protection policy and professional practice would mean if practice was grounded in human rights standards. This book inspires a new direction in child protection research – one that critically assesses child protection policy and professional practice with regard to human rights in general, and the rights of the child in particular. [...] 2018. XVII, 258 p. 10 illus. Hardcover
€ 28,00 | £ 20,00
€ (D) 29,96 | € (A) 30,80 | *CHF 31.00
ISBN 978-3-319-94799-0

Human Rights in Child Protection
Implications for Professional Practice and Policy
This open access book critically explores what child protection policy and professional practice would mean if practice was grounded in human rights standards. This book inspires a new direction in child protection research – one that critically assesses child protection policy and professional practice with regard to human rights in general, and the rights of the child in particular. [...] 2018. XVII, 258 p. 10 illus. Hardcover
€ 28,00 | £ 20,00
€ (D) 29,96 | € (A) 30,80 | *CHF 31.00
ISBN 978-3-319-94799-0

Of Cigarettes, High Heels, and Other Interesting Things
An Introduction to Semiotics
This book deals with one of the most interesting aspects of human life—the search for meaning. It discusses how the science of semiotics is equipped to provide insight on what meaning is and how we produce it. Why is it that certain people routinely put their survival at risk by smoking? Why is it that some women make locomotion difficult for themselves by donning high-heel footwear? [...] 3rd ed. 2018. IX, 236 p. Softcover
€ 29,99 | £ 24,99
€ (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00
ISBN 978-3-319-95347-9

European Film and Television Co-production
Policy and Practice
This volume offers an up-to-date analysis of film and television co-production in Europe. It brings together the voices of policy professionals, industry practitioners and media industry scholars to trace the contours of a complex practice that is of increasing significance in the global media landscape. [...] 2018. XIV, 361 p. 25 illus., 12 illus. in color. (Palgrave European Film and Media Studies) Softcover
€ 27,99 | £ 24,99
€ (D) 29,95 | € (A) 30,79 | *CHF 31.00
ISBN 978-3-319-97156-8

Research Methods for the Digital Humanities
This volume introduces the reader to the wide range of methods that digital humanities employ, and offers a practical guide to the study, interpretation, and presentation of cultural material and practices. [...] 2018. XVII, 319 p. 52 illus. Softcover
€ 34,99 | £ 29,99
€ (D) 37,44 | € (A) 38,49 | *CHF 38.50
ISBN 978-3-319-96712-7
S. Blakstad, R. Allen

*FinTech Revolution*

Universal Inclusion in the New Financial Ecosystem

This book is a practical guide to the evolving landscape of finance, highlighting how it's changing our relationship with money and how financial technology, together with macroeconomic and societal change, is rewriting the story of how business is done in developing economies. [...] 

2018. XV, 406 p. 37 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover € 34,99 | £ 29,99 € (D) 37,44 | € (A) 38,49 | *CHF 38.50 ISBN 978-3-319-76013-1

Available

---

R. Biswas

*Emerging Markets Megatrends*

This book provides an assessment of the megatrends that are reshaping the emerging markets landscape. With developing countries already accounting for 40% of world GDP, emerging markets consumption growth will be an increasingly important growth engine for the world economy over the next two decades. [...] 


Available

---

E. J. Bean

*Financial Exposure*

Carl Levin’s Senate Investigations into Finance and Tax Abuse

At a time when Congressional investigations have taken on added importance and urgency in American politics, this book offers readers a rare, insider’s portrait of the world of US Congressional oversight. [...] 

2018. XV, 449 p. 13 illus. Hardcover € 37,99 | £ 32,99 € (D) 40,65 | € (A) 41,79 | *CHF 42.00 ISBN 978-3-319-94387-9

Available

---

M. Arisson

*Investing in the Age of Democracy*

Ten Lessons in Applied Austrian Economics

This book offers a structured, deductive approach to Austrian investing, beginning with an analysis of the current investing paradigm. There are five economic concepts on which the Austrian School of Economics has a unique view: Entrepreneurship, Class Probability, Capital, the Interest Rate, and Institutions. [...] 


Available

---

F. d. H. Barbosa

*Macroeconomic Theory*

Fluctuations, Inflation and Growth in Closed and Open Economies

Macroeconomics is the application of economic theory to the study of the economy’s growth, cycle and price-level determination. Macroeconomics takes account of stylized facts observed in the real world and builds theoretical frameworks to explain such facts. Economic growth is a stylized fact of market economies, since England’s nineteenth-century industrial revolution. [...] 


Due September 2018

---

A. Alonso Ugaglia, J. Cardebat, A. Corsi (Eds)

*The Palgrave Handbook of Wine Industry Economics*

This Palgrave Handbook offers the first international comparative study into the efficiency of the industrial organization of the global wine industry. Looking at several important vineyards of the main wine countries, the contributors analyze differences in implementation and articulation of three key stages: grape production, wine making and distribution (marketing, selling and logistics). [...] 

2018. Approx. 420 p. 140 illus. Hardcover approx. € 159,99 | £ 139,99 approx. € (D) 171,19 | € (A) 175,99 | *CHF 176.00 ISBN 978-3-319-98632-6

Due October 2018

---

M. Arisson

*Emerging Markets Megatrends*

Ten Lessons in Applied Austrian Economics

This book offers a structured, deductive approach to Austrian investing, beginning with an analysis of the current investing paradigm. There are five economic concepts on which the Austrian School of Economics has a unique view: Entrepreneurship, Class Probability, Capital, the Interest Rate, and Institutions. [...] 


Available

---

S. Blakstad, R. Allen

*FinTech Revolution*

Universal Inclusion in the New Financial Ecosystem

This book is a practical guide to the evolving landscape of finance, highlighting how it’s changing our relationship with money and how financial technology, together with macroeconomic and societal change, is rewriting the story of how business is done in developing economies. [...] 

2018. XV, 406 p. 37 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover € 34,99 | £ 29,99 € (D) 37,44 | € (A) 38,49 | *CHF 38.50 ISBN 978-3-319-76013-1

Available
This text is an introduction to the newer features of growth theory that are particularly useful in examining the issues of economic development. Growth theory provides a rich and versatile analytical framework through which fundamental questions about economic development can be examined. [...]
A. S. Funk
Crowdfunding in China
A New Institutional Economics Approach

China is currently the front-runner on the global crowdfunding market, even though this form of financing originated in the USA. Crowdfunding in China, however, differs significantly from its counterpart in the West. [...]
As with previous technological revolutions, innovations in the online world have triggered transformations in the labor market and the economy. While the Internet is trumpeted as a great job creator, there are also downsides that need to be identified and dealt with. The book discusses the following topics: Is the Internet a net creator of jobs? [...]
This volume looks at the critical issues of industrial policy and sustainability. It assesses the gap between how developed and developing countries have integrated sustainability issues in their industrial policies, and how they should have ideally done so. [...]
Palgrave Macmillan
Popular science

Dismantling Race in Higher Education
Racism, Whiteness and Decolonising the Academy
This book reveals the roots of structural racism that limit social mobility and equality within Britain for Black and ethnicised students and academics in its inherently white Higher Education institutions. [...] 2018. XXIX, 396 p. 5 illus. Softcover € 39,99 | £ 22,50 € (D) 42,79 | € (A) 43,99 | *CHF 44.00 ISBN 978-3-319-60260-8

J. Arday, H. S. Mirza (Eds)

D. Ben-Zvi, K. Makar, J. Garfield (Eds)
International Handbook of Research in Statistics Education
This handbook connects the practice of statistics to the teaching and learning of the subject with contributions from experts in several disciplines. Chapters present current challenges and methods of statistics education in the changing world for statistics and mathematics educators. [...] 2018. XIX, 512 p. 44 illus., 25 illus. in color. (Springer International Handbooks of Education) Hardcover € 499,00 | £ 437,50 € (D) 533,93 | € (A) 548,90 | *CHF 548.50 ISBN 978-3-319-66193-3

Professional and Support Staff in Higher Education
This volume, Professional and Support Staff in Higher Education, is focused on the issues and experiences of professional and support staff in higher education. [...] 2018. XXXV, 471 p. 36 illus., 28 illus. in color. (University Development and Administration) Hardcover € 299,99 | £ 249,99 € (D) 320,99 | € (A) 329,99 | *CHF 330.00 ISBN 978-981-10-6856-0

C. Bossu, N. Brown (Eds)

J. Ganem
The Robot Factory
Pseudoscience in Education and Its Threat to American Democracy
This book exposes a disturbing misuse of the scientific method to advance policies and agendas that are in fact detrimental to both science and education. [...] 2018. XXVII, 255 p. 1 illus. Softcover € 34,99 | £ 19,50 € (D) 37,44 | € (A) 38,49 | *CHF 38.50 ISBN 978-3-319-77859-4

J. Ganem

T. Gray, D. Mitten (Eds)
The Palgrave International Handbook of Women and Outdoor Learning
This Handbook serves as a starting point for critical analysis and discourse about the status of women in outdoor learning environments (OLEs). Women choose to participate actively in outdoors careers, many believing the profession is a level playing field and that it offers alternatives to traditional sporting activities. [...] 2018. XLI, 924 p. 91 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Gender and Education) Hardcover € 229,00 | £ 201,00 € (D) 245,03 | € (A) 251,90 | *CHF 252.00 ISBN 978-3-319-53549-4

Palgrave Macmillan
Handbook

The Grants Register 2019
The Complete Guide to Postgraduate Funding Worldwide

Palgrave Macmillan
Reference work

Due August 2018

Available

Due September 2018

Available

Available
M. B. Paulsen (Ed)
Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research
Published under the Sponsorship of the Association for Institutional Research (AIR) and the Association for the Study of Higher Education (ASHE)
Published annually since 1985, the Handbook series provides a compendium of thorough and integrative literature reviews on a diverse array of topics of interest to the higher education scholarly and policy communities. [...] 2018. XIV, 595 p. 91 illus., 9 illus. in color. (Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research, Volume 33) Hardcover
€ 169,99 | £ 149,99
€ (D) 181,89 | € (A) 186,99 | *CHF 187.00
ISBN 978-3-319-72489-8

S. M. Uzzo, S. B. Graves, E. Shay, M. Harford, R. Thompson (Eds)
Pedagogical Content Knowledge in STEM
Research to Practice
This volume represents both recent research in pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM), as well as emerging innovations in how PCK is applied in practice. The notion of “research to practice” is critical to validating how effectively PCK works within the clinic and how it can be used to improve STEM learning. [...] 2018. VIII, 309 p. 40 illus., 17 illus. in color. (Advances in STEM Education) Hardcover
€ 99,99 | £ 89,99
€ (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00
ISBN 978-3-319-94723-5

P. A. J. . Stevens, A. G. Dworkin (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Race and Ethnic Inequalities in Education
This authoritative, state-of-the-art reference work builds on its first edition to provide a cutting-edge systematic review of the relationship between race/ethnicity and educational inequality. [...] 2nd ed. 2018. XII, 477 p. 58 illus. In 2 volumes, not available separately. Hardcover
€ 139,99 | £ 119,99
€ (D) 149,79 | € (A) 153,99 | *CHF 154.00
ISBN 978-3-319-94723-5

K. Trimmer, R. Dixon, Y. S. Findlay (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Education Law for Schools
This authoritative, state-of-the-art reference work builds on its first edition to provide a cutting-edge systematic review of the relationship between race/ethnicity and educational inequality. [...] 2018. XII, 477 p. 58 illus. In 2 volumes, not available separately. Hardcover
€ 139,99 | £ 119,99
€ (D) 149,79 | € (A) 153,99 | *CHF 154.00
ISBN 978-3-319-94723-5

T. Akçam
Killing Orders
Talat Pasha’s Telegrams and the Armenian Genocide
The book represents an earthquake in genocide studies, particularly in the field of Armenian Genocide research. A unique feature of the Armenian Genocide has been the long-standing efforts of successive Turkish governments to deny its historicity and to hide the documentary evidence surrounding it. [...] 2018. XVIII, 261 p. 19 illus., 17 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in the History of Genocide) Softcover
€ 39,99 | £ 22,50
€ (D) 42,79 | € (A) 43,99 | *CHF 44.00
ISBN 978-3-319-69786-4

B. Bevernage, N. Wouters (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of State-Sponsored History After 1945
This handbook provides the first systematic integrated analysis of the role that states or state actors play in the construction of history and public memory after 1945. The book focuses on many different forms of state-sponsored history, including memory laws, monuments and memorials, state-archives, science policies, history in schools, truth commissions, historical expert commissions, the use of [...] 2018. XXV, 877 p. 17 illus., 8 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 229,00 | £ 201,00
€ (D) 245,03 | € (A) 251,90 | *CHF 252.00
J. Gyllenbok
Encyclopaedia of Historical Metrology, Weights, and Measures
Volume 1
This first of three volumes starts with a short introduction to historical metrology as a scientific discipline and goes on with an anthology of ancient and modern measurement systems of all kinds, scientific measures, units of time, weights, currencies etc. It concludes with an exhaustive list of references. [...]
S. White, C. Pfister, F. Mauelshagen (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Climate History
This handbook offers the first comprehensive, state-of-the-field guide to past weather and climate and their role in human societies. Bringing together dozens of international specialists from the sciences and humanities, this volume describes the methods, sources, and major findings of historical climate reconstruction and impact research. [...] 2018. XXV, 656 p. 80 illus. Hardcover
€ 154,99 | £ 135,00
€ (D) 165,84 | € (A) 170,49 | *CHF 170.50

J. Gyllenbok
Encyclopaedia of Historical Metrology, Weights, and Measures
Volume 3
This third volume of Gyllenbok’s encyclopaedia of historical metrology comprises the second part of the compendium of measurement systems and currencies of all sovereign states of the modern World (J-Z). Units of measurement are of vital importance in every civilization through history. Since the early ages, [...] 2018. IX, 917 p. 155 illus. (Science Networks. Historical Studies, Volume 58) Hardcover
€ 129,99 | £ 114,00
€ (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00
ISBN 978-3-319-66711-9

M. Ilic (Ed)
The Palgrave Handbook of Women and Gender in Twentieth-Century Russia and the Soviet Union
This handbook brings together recent and emerging research in the broad areas of women and gender studies focusing on pre-revolutionary Russia, the Soviet Union and the post-Soviet Russian Federation. [...] 2018. XXV, 560 p. 15 illus., 5 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 199,99 | £ 175,50
€ (D) 213,99 | € (A) 219,99 | *CHF 220.00
ISBN 978-1-137-54904-4

J. Gyllenbok
Encyclopaedia of Historical Metrology, Weights, and Measures
Volume 2
This second volume of Gyllenbok’s encyclopaedia of historical metrology comprises the first part of the compendium of measurement systems and currencies of all sovereign states of the modern World (A-I). Units of measurement are of vital importance in every civilization through history. Since the early ages, [...] 2018. IX, 968 p. 262 illus. (Science Networks. Historical Studies, Volume 57) Hardcover
€ 129,99 | £ 114,00
€ (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00
ISBN 978-3-319-66690-7

D. Rock
The British in Argentina
Commerce, Settlers and Power, 1800-2000
Drawing on largely unexplored nineteenth- and twentieth-century sources, this book offers an in-depth study of Britain’s presence in Argentina. Its subjects include the nineteenth-century rise of British trade, merchants and explorers, of investment and railways, and of British imperialism. [...] 2019. XXIII, 405 p. 16 illus. (Britain and the World) Softcover
€ 27,99 | £ 24,99
€ (D) 29,95 | € (A) 30,79 | *CHF 31.00
ISBN 978-3-319-97854-3

T. Schlich (Ed)
The Palgrave Handbook of the History of Surgery
This handbook covers the technical, social and cultural history of surgery. It reflects the state of the art and suggests directions for future research. It discusses what is different and specific about the history of surgery - a manual activity with a direct impact on the patient’s body. [...] 2018. XIX, 578 p. 25 illus., 17 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 199,99 | £ 175,50
€ (D) 213,99 | € (A) 219,99 | *CHF 220.00

J. Gyllenbok
Encyclopaedia of Historical Metrology, Weights, and Measures
Volume 1
This first volume of Gyllenbok’s encyclopaedia of historical metrology comprises the compendium of measurement systems and currencies of all sovereign states of the modern World (A-J). Units of measurement are of vital importance in every civilization through history. Since the early ages, [...] 2018. IX, 775 p. 169 illus. (Science Networks. Historical Studies, Volume 56) Hardcover
€ 129,99 | £ 114,00
€ (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00
ISBN 978-3-319-66671-9

M. Ilic (Ed)
The Palgrave Handbook of Women and Gender in Twentieth-Century Russia and the Soviet Union
This handbook brings together recent and emerging research in the broad areas of women and gender studies focusing on pre-revolutionary Russia, the Soviet Union and the post-Soviet Russian Federation. [...] 2018. XXV, 560 p. 15 illus., 5 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 199,99 | £ 175,50
€ (D) 213,99 | € (A) 219,99 | *CHF 220.00
ISBN 978-1-137-54904-4

J. Gyllenbok
Encyclopaedia of Historical Metrology, Weights, and Measures
Volume 4
This fourth volume of Gyllenbok’s encyclopaedia of historical metrology comprises the third part of the compendium of measurement systems and currencies of all sovereign states of the modern World (K-Z). Units of measurement are of vital importance in every civilization through history. Since the early ages, [...] 2018. IX, 733 p. 114 illus. (Science Networks. Historical Studies, Volume 61) Hardcover
€ 129,99 | £ 114,00
€ (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00
ISBN 978-3-319-66712-6

S. White, C. Pfister, F. Mauelshagen (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Climate History
This handbook offers the first comprehensive, state-of-the-field guide to past weather and climate and their role in human societies. Bringing together dozens of international specialists from the sciences and humanities, this volume describes the methods, sources, and major findings of historical climate reconstruction and impact research. [...] 2018. XXV, 656 p. 80 illus. Hardcover
€ 154,99 | £ 135,00
€ (D) 165,84 | € (A) 170,49 | *CHF 170.50
J. Kirchner, P. R. Kremp, M. Magotsch (Eds)
Key Aspects of German Employment and Labour Law
This book provides practical, business-orientated and accessible guidance on key aspects of German employment and labour law as well as adjoining fields. This second, completely revised edition presents the latest changes in German labour and employment law and jurisprudence. [...] 2nd ed. 2018. XXV, 420 p. Hardcover €79,99 | £70,50 €(D) 85,59 | €(A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00 ISBN 978-3-662-55596-5

R. M. Hayes, K. Luther
#Crime
Social Media, Crime, and the Criminal Legal System
As research continues to accumulate on the connections between media and crime, #Crime explores the impact of social media on the criminal legal system. It examines how media influences our perceptions of crime, the perpetration of crime, and the implementation of punishment, whilst emphasizing the significance of race, ethnicity, class, gender, and sexuality. [...] 2018. XII, 203 p. 1 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Crime, Media and Culture) Softcover €27,99 | £24,99 €(D) 29,95 | €(A) 30,79 | *CHF 31.00 ISBN 978-3-319-89443-0

B. Feuillet-Liger, K. Orfali (Eds)
The Reality of Human Dignity in Law and Bioethics
Comparative Perspectives
Adopting an interdisciplinary perspective, this volume explores the reality of the principle of human dignity – a core value which is increasingly invoked in our societies and legal systems. [...] 2018. XVIII, 317 p. (Ius Gentium: Comparative Perspectives on Law and Justice, Volume 71) Hardcover €109,99 | £109,99 €(D) 128,39 | €(A) 131,99 | *CHF 132.00 ISBN 978-3-981-13-1717-0

O. Dörr, K. Schmalenbach (Eds)
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
A Commentary

A. Buratti
Western Constitutionalism
History, Institutions, Comparative Law
This innovative textbook provides an introduction into comparative constitutional law to undergraduate and graduate students. [...] 2nd ed. 2018. XIII, 200 p. Hardcover €69,99 | £59,99 €(D) 74,89 | €(A) 76,99 | *CHF 77.00 ISBN 978-3-319-99337-9

A. Bajpai
From Exploitation to Empowerment
A Socio-Legal Model of Rehabilitation and Reintegration of Intellectually Disabled Children
This book presents the outcomes of a field action project at the Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS). Project Chunauti (English translation: Project Challenge) focused on a group of intellectually disabled, orphan children who were survivors of abuse, exploitation and neglect, and describes their journey toward empowerment. [...] 2018. XXVIII, 221 p. 27 illus. Hardcover €119,99 | £109,99 €(D) 128,39 | €(A) 131,99 | *CHF 132.00 ISBN 978-3-981-13-1717-0

J. Kirchner, P. R. Kremp, M. Magotsch (Eds)
Key Aspects of German Employment and Labour Law
This book provides practical, business-orientated and accessible guidance on key aspects of German employment and labour law as well as adjoining fields. This second, completely revised edition presents the latest changes in German labour and employment law and jurisprudence. [...] 2nd ed. 2018. XXV, 420 p. Hardcover €79,99 | £70,50 €(D) 85,59 | €(A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00 ISBN 978-3-662-55596-5
J. Boase-Beier, L. Fisher, H. Furukawa (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Literary Translation
This Handbook offers a comprehensive and engaging overview of contemporary issues in Literary Translation research through in-depth investigations of actual case studies of particular works, authors or translators. [...]
€ 199,99 | £ 175,50
€ (D) 213,99 | € (A) 219,99 | *CHF 220.00
ISBN 978-3-319-75752-0

M. Alley
The Craft of Scientific Writing
The Craft of Scientific Writing is designed to help scientists and engineers - both professionals already active in the disciplines as well as students preparing to enter the professions - write about their work clearly and effectively. [...] 
4th ed. 2018. XX, 298 p. 27 illus., 13 illus. in color. Softcover
€ 29,95 | £ 21,99
€ (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | *CHF 45.04

P. F. Walsh
Intelligence, Biosecurity and Bioterrorism
This book explores how potential bio-threats and risks may evolve post 9/11 given the rapid changes in biotechnology and synthetic biology. It also explores what role intelligence communities can play in understanding threats and risks. [...] 
2018. XI, 300 p. 1 illus. Softcover
€ 44,99 | £ 39,99
€ (D) 48,14 | € (A) 49,49 | *CHF 49.50

M. M. Mbengue, S. Schacherer (Eds)
Foreign Investment Under the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA)
This book analyzes the investment chapter of a new type of trade agreement between Canada and the European Union to help readers gain a better understanding of this mega-regional deal, which includes foreign investment protection. [...] 
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00
ISBN 978-3-319-98360-8

J. J. . Nedumpara, W. Zhou (Eds)
Non-market Economies in the Global Trading System
The Special Case of China
This book provides one of the most comprehensive and compelling analysis of Non-Market Economies (NMEs) and their treatment under the current world trading system. [...] 
2018. XI, 318 p. 11 illus. Hardcover
€ 119,99 | £ 109,99
€ (D) 128,39 | € (A) 131,99 | *CHF 132.00

M. Shabannia Mansour, K. . H. Hassan
Job Security and Temporary Employment Contracts
Theories and Global Standards
This book discusses the need of a legal protection at national and global levels to address the use of temporary employment contracts by employers. Chapter 1 reviews some theories of job security, showing how job security issues should be regulated in labour laws to protect workers and also how temporary contracts affect job security. [...] 
2019. IX, 102 p. 8 illus., 1 illus. in color. (SpringerBriefs in Environment, Security, Development and Peace, Volume 9) Softcover
€ 54,99 | £ 49,99
€ (D) 58,84 | € (A) 60,49 | *CHF 60.50
ISBN 978-3-319-92113-6

M. M. Mbengue, S. Schacherer (Eds)
Foreign Investment Under the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA)
A. Capone, M. García-Carpintero, A. Falzone (Eds)

**Indirect Reports and Pragmatics in the World Languages**

This volume addresses the intriguing issue of indirect reports from an interdisciplinary perspective. The contributors include philosophers, theoretical linguists, socio-pragmatics, and cognitive scientists. The book is divided into four sections following the provenance of the authors. [...] 2019. X, 453 p. 13 illus. (Perspectives in Pragmatics, Philosophy & Psychology, Volume 19) Hardcover € 114,99 | € 101,00 € (D) 123,04 | € (A) 126,49 | *CHF 126.50 ISBN 978-3-319-78770-1

---

C. Ilie, C. Nickerson, B. Planken

**Teaching Business Discourse**

This book presents research in business discourse and offers pedagogical approaches to teaching business discourse in both classroom and consultancy contexts that address the key issues of dealing with different types of learners, developing teaching materials and evaluation. [...] 2019. VII, 197 p. 3 illus. in color. (Research and Practice in Applied Linguistics) Softcover € 59,99 | € 54,99 € (D) 64,19 | € (A) 65,99 | *CHF 66.00 ISBN 978-3-319-96474-4

---

A. Olteanu, A. Stables, D. Borțun (Eds)

**Meanings & Co.**

The Interdisciplinarity of Communication, Semiotics and Multimodality

This book explores the interdisciplinarity of semiotics and communication studies, comprising both theoretical explorations and semiotic applications to communication with theoretical bearings. These disciplines have generally been understood as mutually implicit, but there still are many unexplored research avenues in this area, particularly on a conceptual level. [...] 2019. VI, 270 p. 56 illus., 40 illus. in color. (Humanities - Arts and Humanities in Progress, Volume 6) Hardcover € 89,99 | € 79,99 € (D) 96,29 | € (A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00 ISBN 978-3-319-91985-0

---

A. Phakiti, P. De Costa, L. Plonsky, S. Starfield (Eds)

**The Palgrave Handbook of Applied Linguistics Research Methodology**

This Handbook provides a comprehensive treatment of basic and more advanced research methodologies in applied linguistics and offers a state-of-the-art review of methods particular to various domains within the field. [...] 2018. LVI, 824 p. 97 illus., 58 illus. in color. Hardcover € 229,00 | £ 199,99 € (D) 245,03 | € (A) 251,90 | *CHF 252.00 ISBN 978-1-137-59899-8

---

K. Oflazer, M. Saraçlar (Eds)

**Turkish Natural Language Processing**

This book brings together work on Turkish natural language and speech processing over the last 25 years, covering numerous fundamental tasks ranging from morphological processing and language modeling, to full-fledged deep parsing and machine translation, as well as computational resources developed along the way to enable most of this work. [...] 2018. XV, 355 p. 65 illus., 9 illus. in color. (Theory and Applications of Natural Language Processing) Hardcover € 129,99 | € 109,99 € (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00 ISBN 978-3-319-90163-3

---
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A. Wallwork

**Test Your Personality**
Have Fun and Learn Useful Phrases

Personality tests are relatively quick and easy to read, and are thus great for improving your English vocabulary and knowledge of idiomatic expressions. [...] 2018. XVII, 164 p. (Easy English!) Softcover

€ 29,99 | £ 16,50  
€ (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-67231-1

A. Wallwork

**Wordssearches**
Widen Your Vocabulary in English

On the train, on the beach, on the sofa ... many people in all parts of the world enjoy doing wordsearches. If you are studying English and want to learn and practise vocabulary related to various topics, then this book is for you! The topics reflect the kinds of everyday conversations that you might have both with native and non-native speakers of English. [...] 2018. XXIII, 174 p. 86 illus. (Easy English!) Softcover

€ 29,99 | £ 16,50  
€ (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-67231-1

K. Corstorphine, L. R. Kremmel (Eds)

**The Palgrave Handbook to Horror Literature**

This handbook examines the use of horror in storytelling, from oral traditions through folklore and fairy tales to contemporary horror fiction. [...] 2018. XVIII, 537 p. Hardcover

€ 149,99 | £ 129,99  
€ (D) 160,49 | € (A) 164,99 | *CHF 165.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-97405-7

A. S. Moore, E. Swanson (Eds)

**Witnessing Torture**
Perspectives of Torture Survivors and Human Rights Workers

This book demonstrates a new, interdisciplinary approach to life writing about torture that situates torture firmly within its socio-political context, as opposed to extending the long line of representations written in the idiom of the proverbial dark chamber. [...] 2018. XL, 248 p. (Palgrave Studies in Life Writing) Softcover

€ 24,99 | £ 22,99  
€ (D) 26,74 | € (A) 27,49 | *CHF 27.50  
ISBN 978-3-319-74964-8

D. Salwak (Ed)

**Writers and Their Mothers**

Ian McEwan, Margaret Drabble, Martin Amis, Rita Dove, Andrew Motion and Anthony Thwaite are among the twenty-two distinguished contributors of original essays to this landmark volume on the profound and frequently perplexing bond between writer and mother. [...] 2018. XX, 258 p. Hardcover

€ 26,99 | £ 19,50  
€ (D) 28,88 | € (A) 29,69 | *CHF 30.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-68347-8

J. Zipes (Ed)

**Fairy Tales and Fables from Weimar Days**

Collected Utopian Tales / New and Revised Edition

This book is a collection of traditional German fairy tales and fables, deliberately transformed into utopian narratives and social commentary by political activists in the Weimar Republic (1919-1933). [...] 2018. X, 250 p. 64 illus. Softcover

€ 34,99 | £ 19,50  
€ (D) 37,44 | € (A) 38,49 | *CHF 38.50  
ISBN 978-3-319-69274-6
This Handbook offers an analysis of the relation between football and politics, based on over 30 case studies covering five continents. It provides a detailed picture of this relation in a wide number of European, American, African, and Asian states, as well as a comparative assessment of football in a global perspective, thus combining the general and the local. [...]
Grounded in black feminist scholarship and activism and formally coined in 1989 by black legal scholar Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, intersectionality has garnered significant attention in the field of public policy and other disciplines/fields of study. The potential of intersectionality, however, has not been fully realized in policy, largely due to the challenges of operationalization. [...]
### The New Eastern Mediterranean

**Theory, Politics and States in a Volatile Era**

This volume provides an introduction to the Eastern Mediterranean region and introduces the concept of the Eastern Mediterranean as a new regional subsystem. Due to recent events in contemporary international politics, the Eastern Mediterranean can be seen as a laboratory where the balance of power among Great Powers and regional states are being tested.

**Details:**
- 2019. XV, 193 p. 15 illus., 14 illus. in color.
- Hardcover
- €99,99 | £89,99
- €(D) 106,99 | €(A) 109,99 | CHF 110.00
- ISBN 978-3-319-90757-4

### The Palgrave Handbook of Anarchism

**The Palgrave Handbook of Anarchism**

This handbook unites leading scholars from around the world in exploring anarchism as a political ideology, from an examination of its core principles, an analysis of its history, and an assessment of its contribution to the struggles that face humanity today.

**Details:**
- 2019. XXI, 750 p. Hardcover
- €229,00 | £199,99
- €(D) 245,03 | €(A) 251,90 | CHF 252.00
- ISBN 978-3-319-75619-6

### India’s Saudi Policy

**Bridge to the Future**

The book traces India’s Saudi Policy and locates the current state of bilateral relations and the challenges it faces. It argues that during the Cold War the relations were largely shaped by the Pakistan factor which in turn inhibited both sides from exploring the importance and value of one another. As a result, the relations were largely transactional and marginal.

**Details:**
- 2019. XVII, 331 p. 5 illus. Hardcover
- €89,99 | £79,99
- €(D) 96,29 | €(A) 98,99 | CHF 99.00
- ISBN 978-3-319-95455-4

### Black Feminist Politics from Kennedy to Trump

**From "black girl magic" to Black Lives Matter, the second decade of the 21st century is defined by black feminist politics. Black Feminist Politics from Kennedy to Trump is a definitive investigation of the mainstreaming of black feminist politics in the 21st century.**

**Details:**
- Due September 2018
- 2019. XIV, 456 p. Softcover
- €22,99 | £19,99
- €(D) 24,60 | €(A) 25,29 | CHF 25.50
- ISBN 978-3-319-95455-4

### The International Committee of the Red Cross in Internal Armed Conflicts

**Is Neutrality Possible?**

This book critically examines the possible dilution of the neutrality principle of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in internal armed conflicts. It begins with the proposition that the intervention of ICRC in internal armed conflicts led to compromises in neutrality, and questioned the autonomy and independence of the organization.

**Details:**
- Due October 2018
- 2019. IX, 121 p. Hardcover
- €54,99 | £49,99
- €(D) 58,84 | €(A) 60,49 | CHF 60.50
- ISBN 978-981-13-2600-4

### The Political Theory of Modus Vivendi

**This book focuses on the idea of a modus vivendi as a way of governing political life and addressing problems characterized by pluralism or deep-rooted diversity.**

**Details:**
- Due October 2018
- €109,99 | £96,50
- €(D) 117,69 | €(A) 120,99 | CHF 121.00
- ISBN 978-3-319-79077-0
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>ISBN Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-Participation in Smart Cities: Technologies and Models of Governance for Citizen Engagement</td>
<td>M. P. Rodríguez Bolívar, L. Alcaide Muñoz</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Contributed volume</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>978-3-319-89473-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy Promotion and the Normative Power Europe Framework</td>
<td>M. Neuman (Ed)</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Contributed volume</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>978-3-319-89473-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reclaiming Africa: Scramble and Resistance in the 21st Century</td>
<td>S. Moyo, P. Jha, P. Yeros (Eds)</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Graduate/Advanced</td>
<td>Due September 2018</td>
<td>978-3-319-97294-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideals, Interests, and U.S. Foreign Policy from George H. W. Bush to Donald Trump</td>
<td>R. E. Powerski</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Graduated undergraduate</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>978-3-319-97294-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Change and Power Asymmetry in the Context of Rural India</td>
<td>A. Patnaik</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Monograph</td>
<td>Due October 2018</td>
<td>978-3-319-61002-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This book analyzes e-participation in smart cities. In recent decades, information and communication technologies (ICT) have played a key role in the democratic political and governance process by allowing easier interaction between governments and citizens, and the increased ability of citizens to participate in the production chain of decision-making. The European Union, as a leader in this field, has developed various initiatives and frameworks to promote democracy and governance in the context of smart cities. This book presents an in-depth analysis of the European Union's approach to democracy promotion in South-Eastern Europe, Eastern Europe, and Central Asia, using the Normative Power Europe (NPE) framework of transnational policy formation. It brings together three scholarly domains that traditionally stand apart and are discussed separately. For more information, please visit the Springer website.
T. M. Shaw, L. C. Mahrenbach, R. Modi, X. Yi-chong (Eds)

The Palgrave Handbook of Contemporary International Political Economy

Published 35 years after Palgrave Macmillan’s landmark International Political Economy (IPE) series was first founded, this Handbook captures the state of the art of contemporary IPE. It draws on the series’ history of focussing on the oft-neglected study of the global South. [...] 2019. X, 590 p. 15 illus. (Palgrave Handbooks in IPE) Hardcover
€ 169,99 | £ 149,99
€ (D) 181,89 | € (A) 186,99 | *CHF 187.00

P. R. deSouza (Ed)

At Home with Democracy

A Theory of Indian Politics

This book presents numerous discussions of specific aspects of democratic politics, showing how ‘democracy’ can be projected as a model of deliberate imperfection – a model that tolerates various loose ends in the system – and how democracy recognizes a multiplicity of possible courses open to the system at any point in time. [...] 2018. XIII, 289 p. Hardcover
€ 174,99 | £ 153,50
€ (D) 187,24 | € (A) 192,49 | *CHF 192.50
ISBN 978-981-10-6411-1

N. Torpey-Saboe

Measuring Education Inequality in Developing Countries

This book constructs a measure of education inequality using time-series cross-national data and utilizes real-world examples based on author interviews. It provides insights into how classic trade theory might be applied more broadly to generate expectations not only about income distribution, but also about investment in human capital. [...] 2019. XIV, 168 p. 12 illus. Hardcover
€ 64,99 | £ 54,99
€ (D) 69,54 | € (A) 71,49 | *CHF 71.50
ISBN 978-3-319-90628-7

Y. Zhang, W. Feng

Peaceful Development Path in China

This book clarifies the misconceptions and misinterpretations of the Chinese Path through historical and market logic. The author begins with a historical review of Chinese institutions from their cultural origins to their modern connotations: Chinese regard unity over individualism; Chinese are more cooperative, intrapersonal and defensive than competitive, invasive and expansive. [...] 2019. XXIX, 185 p. 6 illus. (China Insights) Hardcover
€ 84,99 | £ 74,99
€ (D) 90,94 | € (A) 93,49 | *CHF 93.50

D. Tong

Introduction to Comparative Political Culture

The Theoretical Reflection on the Plurality of Democracy

This book starts with four aspects - subject’s cognition, way of thinking, political value and ideology, conducts comparative studies on political culture. Amid using the concept of political culture in western academic circles, it makes comprehensive supplement for this concept, and put forward an updated concept of political culture which is more localized. [...] 2019. XIII, 427 p. 31 illus. Hardcover
€ 139,99 | £ 119,99
€ (D) 149,79 | € (A) 153,49 | *CHF 154.00
M. Arefi, C. Kickert (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Bottom-Up Urbanism
Who shapes our cities? In an age of increasing urban pluralism, globalization and immigration, decreasing public budgets, and an ongoing crisis of authority among designers and planners, the urban environment is shaped by a number of non-traditional stakeholders. [...] 2019. XVII, 357 p. 54 illus. Hardcover € 129,99 | £ 109,99 € (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00 ISBN 978-3-319-90130-5

R. Richards
Everyday Creativity and the Healthy Mind
Dynamic New Paths for Self and Society
As human beings we all have creative potential, a quality essential to human development and a vital component to healthy and happy lives. However this may often remain stifled by the choices we make, or ways in which we choose to live in our daily lives. [...] 2018. XXIII, 390 p. (Palgrave Studies in Creativity and Culture) Hardcover € 89,99 | £ 79,99 € (D) 96,29 | € (A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00 ISBN 978-1-377-55765-0

J. Heckhausen, H. Heckhausen (Eds)
Motivation and Action
This third edition provides translations of all chapters of the most recent fifth German edition of Motivation and Action, including several entirely new chapters. It provides comprehensive coverage of the history of motivation, and introduces up-to-date theories and new research findings. [...] 3rd ed. 2018. XV, 909 p. 164 illus., 5 illus. in color. Hardcover € 129,99 | £ 109,99 € (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00 ISBN 978-3-319-65093-7

S. E. Hobfoll
Tribalism
The Evolutionary Origins of Fear Politics
Unearthing the most primal motivations behind the fear politics movements sweeping across the USA, Europe, and the Middle East, Stevan E. Hobfoll examines how the increasing sense of threat from the political and cultural “other” or “outsider” engenders an evolutionary, built-in “defend and aggress” response. [...] 2018. XVII, 210 p. 15 illus. Softcover € 34,99 | £ 19,50 € (D) 37,44 | € (A) 38,49 | *CHF 38.50 ISBN 978-3-319-78404-5

T. Mendenhall, A. Lamson, J. Hodgson, M. Baird (Eds)
Clinical Methods in Medical Family Therapy
This landmark text describes research-informed practices and applications of Medical Family Therapy (MedFT) across a range of care environments and clinical populations (e.g., family medicine, obstetrics and gynecology, psychiatry, alcohol and drug treatment, community health centers, and military and veteran health systems). It is a timely release for a rapidly growing field. [...] 2018. XXX, 617 p. 4 illus. (Focused Issues in Family Therapy) Hardcover € 79,99 | £ 69,99 € (D) 85,59 | € (A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00 ISBN 978-3-319-68833-6
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T. Mendenhall, A. Lamson, J. Hodgson, M. Baird (Eds)
Clinical Methods in Medical Family Therapy
This landmark text describes research-informed practices and applications of Medical Family Therapy (MedFT) across a range of care environments and clinical populations (e.g., family medicine, obstetrics and gynecology, psychiatry, alcohol and drug treatment, community health centers, and military and veteran health systems). It is a timely release for a rapidly growing field. [...] 2018. XXX, 617 p. 4 illus. (Focused Issues in Family Therapy) Hardcover € 79,99 | £ 69,99 € (D) 85,59 | € (A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00 ISBN 978-3-319-68833-6

R. Richards
Everyday Creativity and the Healthy Mind
Dynamic New Paths for Self and Society
As human beings we all have creative potential, a quality essential to human development and a vital component to healthy and happy lives. However this may often remain stifled by the choices we make, or ways in which we choose to live in our daily lives. [...] 2018. XXIII, 390 p. (Palgrave Studies in Creativity and Culture) Hardcover € 89,99 | £ 79,99 € (D) 96,29 | € (A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00 ISBN 978-1-377-55765-0

M. Arefi, C. Kickert (Eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Bottom-Up Urbanism
Who shapes our cities? In an age of increasing urban pluralism, globalization and immigration, decreasing public budgets, and an ongoing crisis of authority among designers and planners, the urban environment is shaped by a number of non-traditional stakeholders. [...] 2019. XVII, 357 p. 54 illus. Hardcover € 129,99 | £ 109,99 € (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00 ISBN 978-3-319-90130-5
C. Caballero, P. J. Aspinall

Mixed Race Britain in The Twentieth Century

This book explores the overlooked history of racial mixing in Britain during the course of the twentieth century, a period in which there was considerable and influential public debate on the meanings and implications of intimately crossing racial boundaries. [...]


€ 124,99 | £ 110,00
€ (D) 133,74 | € (A) 137,49 | *CHF 137.50
ISBN 978-1-137-33927-0

Available

Palgrave Macmillan
Monograph

I. Brittain, A. Beacom (Eds)

The Palgrave Handbook of Paralympic Studies

This book provides a broad overview of the ways in which ‘adventurous practices’ influence, and are influenced by, the world around them. The concept of adventure is one that is too often tackled within subject silos of philosophy, education, tourism, or leisure. While much of the analysis is strong, there is little cross-pollination between disciplines. [...] 2019. VI, 220 p. Softcover

€ 49,99 | £ 44,99
€ (D) 53,49 | € (A) 54,99 | *CHF 55.00
ISBN 978-3-319-96061-6

Due November 2018

Palgrave Macmillan
Undergraduate textbook

S. Beames, C. Mackie, M. Atencio

Adventure and Society

This book provides a broad overview of the ways in which ‘adventurous practices’ influence, and are influenced by, the world around them. The concept of adventure is one that is too often tackled within subject silos of philosophy, education, tourism, or leisure. While much of the analysis is strong, there is little cross-pollination between disciplines. [...] 2019. VI, 220 p. Softcover

€ 49,99 | £ 44,99
€ (D) 53,49 | € (A) 54,99 | *CHF 55.00
ISBN 978-3-319-96061-6

Due November 2018

Palgrave Macmillan
Undergraduate textbook

B. Berberoglu (Ed)

The Palgrave Handbook of Social Movements, Revolution, and Social Transformation

This handbook on social movements, revolution, and social transformation analyzes people’s struggles to bring about social change in the age of globalization. It examines the origins, nature, dynamics, and challenges of such movements as they aim to change dominant social, economic, and political institutions and structures across the globe. [...] 2019. XXIII, 479 p. 16 illus. Hardcover

€ 149,99 | £ 129,99
€ (D) 160,49 | € (A) 164,99 | *CHF 165.00
ISBN 978-3-319-92353-6

Due October 2018

Palgrave Macmillan
Handbook

L. Brace, J. O’Connell Davidson (Eds)

Revisiting Slavery and Antislavery

Towards a Critical Analysis

Despite growing popular and policy interest in ‘new’ slavery, with contemporary abolitionists calling for action to free an estimated 40 million ‘modern slaves’, interdisciplinary and theoretical dialogue has been largely missing from scholarship on ‘modern slavery’. [...] 2018. XII, 335 p. Hardcover

€ 99,99 | £ 89,99
€ (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00
ISBN 978-3-319-90622-5

Due November 2018

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

I. Brittain, A. Beacom (Eds)

The Palgrave Handbook of Paralympic Studies

This book provides a critical assessment of contemporary issues that define the contours of the Paralympic Movement generally and the Paralympic Games more specifically. It addresses conceptualisations of disability sport, explores the structure of the Paralympic Movement and considers key political strategic and governance issues which have shaped its development. [...] 2018. XIV, 687 p. 13 illus., 12 illus. in color. Hardcover

€ 199,99 | £ 210,00
€ (D) 213,99 | € (A) 219,99 | *CHF 220.00
ISBN 978-3-319-92353-6

Available

Palgrave Macmillan
Handbook

C. Caballero, P. J. Aspinall

Mixed Race Britain in The Twentieth Century

This book explores the overlooked history of racial mixing in Britain during the course of the twentieth century, a period in which there was considerable and influential public debate on the meanings and implications of intimately crossing racial boundaries. [...] 2018. XIX, 552 p. 26 illus. (Palgrave Politics of Identity and Citizenship Series) Hardcover

€ 124,99 | £ 110,00
€ (D) 133,74 | € (A) 137,49 | *CHF 137.50
ISBN 978-1-137-33927-0

Available

Palgrave Macmillan
Monograph
M. Desai
Introduction to Rights-based Direct Practice with Children
The Sourcebook introduces the theoretical and ideological foundation and methodological basis of Rights-based Direct Practice with Children. It starts with the methodology of participatory group workshops to facilitate learning of the content. [...] 2018. XXXVI, 361 p. 64 illus., 39 illus. in color. Hardcover € 69,99 | £ 61,99 € (D) 74,89 | € (A) 76,99 | *CHF 77.00 ISBN 978-981-10-4728-2

G. Delanty
Formations of European Modernity
A Historical and Political Sociology of Europe
This book presents a historical and political sociology of European history and society. It offers a critical interpretation of the course of European history looking at the emergence of the idea of Europe and the formation of modernity. [...] 2nd ed. 2019. LIX, 479 p. 1 illus. Softcover € 69,99 | £ 59,99 € (D) 74,89 | € (A) 76,99 | *CHF 77.00 ISBN 978-3-319-95434-9

B. R. Deepak (Ed)
China’s Global Rebalancing and the New Silk Road
This collaborative volume discusses the One Belt One Road, or the New Silk Road, initiative of Chinese President Xi Jinping from the perspectives of the Belt and Road countries. This initiative has been viewed as a re-globalization drive by China in the backdrop of financial crisis of the West and the latter’s increasingly protectionist tendencies of late. [...] 2018. XIII, 253 p. 2 illus. in color. Hardcover € 89,99 | £ 79,00 € (D) 96,29 | € (A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00 ISBN 978-3-319-79065-7

C. Campbell
The Romantic Ethic and the Spirit of Modern Consumerism
New Extended Edition
Originally published in 1987, Colin Campbell’s classic treatise on the sociology of consumption has become one of the most widely cited texts in sociology, anthropology, cultural studies, and the history of ideas. In the thirty years since its publication, The Romantic Ethic and the Spirit of Modern Consumerism has lost none of its impact. [...] 2nd ed. 2018. XII, 384 p. (Cultural Sociology) Softcover € 44,99 | £ 39,99 € (D) 48,14 | € (A) 49,49 | *CHF 49.50 ISBN 978-3-319-79065-7

D. C. Comer, A. Willems (Eds)
Feasible Management of Archaeological Heritage Sites Open to Tourism
Archaeological sites opened to the public, and especially those highly photogenic sites that have achieved iconic status, are often major tourist attractions. [...] 2019. XII, 183 p. 70 illus., 60 illus. in color. Hardcover € 99,99 | £ 89,99 € (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00 ISBN 978-3-319-92755-8

B. Campbell, J. Manning
The Rise of Victimhood Culture
Microaggressions, Safe Spaces, and the New Culture Wars
The Rise of Victimhood Culture offers a framework for understanding recent moral conflicts at U.S. universities, which have bred into society at large. These are not the familiar clashes between liberals and conservatives or the religious and the secular: instead, they are clashes between a new moral culture—victimhood culture—and a more traditional culture of dignity. [...] 2018. XXVII, 278 p. Softcover € 29,99 | £ 24,99 € (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00 ISBN 978-3-319-70328-2

B. Campbell, J. Manning
The Rise of Victimhood Culture
Microaggressions, Safe Spaces, and the New Culture Wars
The Rise of Victimhood Culture offers a framework for understanding recent moral conflicts at U.S. universities, which have bred into society at large. These are not the familiar clashes between liberals and conservatives or the religious and the secular: instead, they are clashes between a new moral culture—victimhood culture—and a more traditional culture of dignity. [...] 2018. XXVII, 278 p. Softcover € 29,99 | £ 24,99 € (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00 ISBN 978-3-319-70328-2

M. Desai
Introduction to Rights-based Direct Practice with Children
The Sourcebook introduces the theoretical and ideological foundation and methodological basis of Rights-based Direct Practice with Children. It starts with the methodology of participatory group workshops to facilitate learning of the content. [...] 2018. XXXVI, 361 p. 39 illus. in color. (Rights-based Direct Practice with Children) Hardcover € 69,99 | £ 61,99 € (D) 74,89 | € (A) 76,99 | *CHF 77.00 ISBN 978-981-10-4728-2

Social Sciences
This book is devoted to the issue of how we can learn to live together in the face of division and conflict. It is dedicated to the life and work of a remarkable human being, Dr Epimenidis Haidemenakis, scientist, statesman, visionary leader, President Emeritus of the International S.T.E.P.S. Foundation and founding father of The Olympiads of the Mind (OM).

2019. XIX, 234 p. 22 illus., 17 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 84,99 | £ 74,99
€ (D) 90,94 | € (A) 93,49 | *CHF 93.50
ISBN 978-3-319-90658-4

---

Cities are stepping forward to address the critical sustainability challenges of the 21st century. Meeting the demands of complex issues requires municipalities to evaluate problems and their solutions in more holistic, integrated, and collaborative ways.

2019. XV, 337 p. 56 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 69,99 | £ 59,99
€ (D) 74,89 | € (A) 76,99 | *CHF 77.00
ISBN 978-3-319-93295-8

---

This unique reference integrates knowledge culled from fifteen years of U.S. deployments to create an action plan for supporting military and veteran families during future conflicts.

2018. XXX, 361 p. 5 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Risk and Resilience in Military and Veteran Families) Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 96,50
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00
ISBN 978-3-319-68983-8

---

This book provides a much needed overview of the agrourbanism topic in the context of territorial studies. It carefully looks at rural, urban, periurban farming in both professional and unprofessional capacities as one of the main sustainable forms of land use and management.

2019. VIII, 270 p. 31 illus., 24 illus. in color. (GeoJournal Library, Volume 124) Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00
ISBN 978-3-319-95575-9

---

This international edited collection examines how racism trajectories and manifestations in different locations relate and influence each other.

2019. XXIII, 463 p. 3 illus. Hardcover
€ 99,99 | £ 89,99
€ (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00
ISBN 978-3-319-78989-7
H. Wei

Urbanization in China
The Path to Harmony and Prosperity

This book traces the history of urbanization in China and discusses major problems and challenges the country is facing as it undergoes a profound social transformation. [...] 2019. XV, 235 p. 33 illus. (Research Series on the Chinese Dream and China’s Development Path) Hardcover

€ 84,99 | £ 74,99
€ (D) 90,94 | € (A) 93,49 | *CHF 93.50

R. K. Thomas

Concepts, Methods and Practical Applications in Applied Demography
An Introductory Textbook

This textbook offers a comprehensive overview of applied demography by presenting both basic concepts and methodological techniques. It allows students from the social and human sciences, demographers, consultants and anyone interested in applied demography to gain an understanding of a wide range of practical applications of demographic concepts, methods and techniques [...] 2018. IX, 333 p. 1 illus. Hardcover

€ 76,99 | £ 67,99
€ (D) 82,38 | € (A) 84,69 | *CHF 85.00
ISBN 978-3-319-65438-6

L. Sinden-Carroll

Auto-ethnography in Public Policy Advocacy
Theory, Policy and Practice

This book explores how public policy advocacy can be used to approach policy issue identification, resolution or, at the least, support the management of wicked policy issues. [...] 2019. XVIII, 187 p. 3 illus. in color. Hardcover

€ 84,99 | £ 74,99
€ (D) 90,94 | € (A) 93,49 | *CHF 93.50

K. Richardson

Challenging Sociality
An Anthropology of Robots, Autism, and Attachment

This book explores the development of humanoid robots for helping children with autism develop social skills based on fieldwork in the UK and the USA. Robotic scientists propose that robots can therapeutically help children with autism because there is a “special” affinity between them and mechanical things. [...] 2018. XVI, 156 p. (Social and Cultural Studies of Robots and AI) Hardcover

€ 89,99 | £ 79,99
€ (D) 96,29 | € (A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00
ISBN 978-3-319-74738-8

P. Stewart, J. Durand, M. Richea (Eds)

The Palgrave Handbook of the Sociology of Work in Europe

This book explores the key conceptual features of the development of the Sociology of Work (SoW) in Europe since 1945, using eleven country case studies. [...] 2019. XL, 401 p. Hardcover

€ 129,99 | £ 109,99
€ (D) 139,09 | € (A) 142,99 | *CHF 143.00
ISBN 978-3-319-93205-7
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